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ABSTRACT. The photon noise–limited performances of a Fourier transform (FT) seismometer for ground-
based asteroseismological observations are computed. Simulations are conducted for a set of stars close to solar
type, withV magnitude equal to 4 and from 0 to 40 km s , extended to 100 km s and 8500 K in order�1 �1v sin i
to included Scuti stars. Two instrumental configurations are considered and compared: the simplest one matched
to a narrowband, visible spectral range, and another one that implies a low-resolution postdisperser, which covers
a large portion of the visible domain. The final results are presented as the ratio of the expected uncertainties of
the FT seismometer, in the version with a postdisperser, to the minimum radial velocities obtained with a grating
spectrometer, on the same stellar targets. This ratio varies roughly between 1 and 2; it is close to 1 for fast
rotators. It is concluded that the FT seismometer can be a challenging solution for a network dedicated to
asteroseismology.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of numerous space projects dedicated to
asteroseismology shows the importance of observing and mea-
suring seismic parameters in order to study stellar structure,
stellar interior, and stellar activity. Very credible ground-based
results have been recently obtained by different groups for a
few bright stars. Results obtained on Procyon exhibited a large
splitting of mHz and predicted a maximum amplitude53� 3
of about 1 m s for thep-modes (Mosser et al. 1998), in�1

complete agreement with later and more precise measurements
obtained by Martic et al. (1999). Bedding et al. (2001) and
Carrier et al. (2001) found evidence for solar-like oscillations
in b Hyd. Bouchy & Carrier (2001, 2002) presented clear ev-
idence for the identification of the low-degree pressure mode
oscillation pattern ofa Cen. These results really open the field
of observational asteroseismology. After single-site observa-
tions on very bright stars, network observations on various
targets are necessary to fully develop the potential diagnosis
of asteroseismology for studying the structure of stellar
interiors.

In the continuation of seismic observations of stars and plan-
ets conducted with a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS;
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Mosser et al. 1993, 1998; Mosser, Maillard, & Me´karnia 2000;
Maillard 1996), we propose the examination of the fundamental
capabilities of such a device for asteroseismology, to determine
whether a dedicated instrument based on an interferometer can
be an attractive alternative to a high-resolution echelle spec-
trograph designed for the same purpose. We plan to show that
such a dedicated instrument can fulfill the required specifica-
tions, as it is simpler and smaller than a high-resolution echelle
spectrograph for radial velocity measurements such as, for ex-
ample, the High Accuracy Radial Velocity Planet Searcher
(HARPS; Pepe et al. 2000).

For this analysis, photon noise is the only source of error
that is considered, as was done for a grating spectrograph by
Bouchy, Pepe, & Queloz (2001). This simulation will char-
acterize the performances that can be expected to help define
the required spectral coverage and make some instrumental
choice to achieve the best signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The prac-
tical design of a dedicated interferometric seismometer, which
could reach photon noise–limited conditions, will be the matter
of a complementary paper (Paper II: Instrumental Solution).

In the following, we first justify the need for instrumentation
for ground-based observations and define the required speci-
fications. Section 3 begins with a brief reminder of the principle
of Doppler-shift measurements from an FTS. The quality factor
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TABLE 1
Scientific Specifications

Objectives mV Number of Targets Sensitivitya

p-modes of solar type stars (F, G, K; IV or V class). . . . . . . . . . . !5 150 G type: 10 cm s�1,
F type: 1 m s�1

d Scuti, rapid rotator (A stars), low-metallicity subdwarf. . . . . . !8 150 5 m s�1

a After five nights, and 50% duty cycle, for a 4j detection.

of such measurements is then defined and adapted to the tech-
nique of FTSs under photon noise–limited conditions. The re-
sults of the simulation for various stellar types close to solar
as a function of , a stellar parameter that affects the qualityv sin i
factor, are described in § 4. How this technique can compare
with an echelle spectrometer is presented in § 5, since so far
this type of instrument has provided the best seismometric
results. Finally, we conclude that even though it does not per-
form as well, an FT seismometer offers an attractive alternative
to the classical grating spectrometer.

2. A DEDICATED INSTRUMENTATION FOR
ASTEROSEISMOLOGY

2.1. Earth-based versus Space Observations

The space missionCOROT (Baglin et al. 2002) will contin-
uously study during 5 months five different fields with one
main seismic targets plus nine secondary targets per field, and
spend 1 month on a wider range of objects. The microsatellite
MOST (Matthews, Kuschnig, & Shkolnik 2000) will follow
similar aims but with more limited ambitions. These missions
will essentially provide very clear and precise seismic infor-
mation with a quality unachievable from Earth. However, the
number of possible targets appears to be restricted, limited by
strong specifications on the magnitude (bright magnitudes for
the micromissionMOST) and on the coordinates (only limited
areas on the sky provide an acceptable duty cycle).

Compared to space missions, ground-based observations
cannot offer continuous data acquisition on a source without
the completion of a worldwide network of instruments, but
they are more versatile. If the observation of a given object
will not exceed 1.5 months, with a limited number of telescopes
included in the network, it is possible to observe it again 1 yr
later, hence obtaining very long term information that will not
be provided by space observations. Ground-based observations
can give access to a larger number of stellar targets, represen-
tative of the portion of the HR diagram where solar-like os-
cillations are expected (see Table 1; the number of targets was
estimated after analysis of the bright star stellar catalogs; C.
Barban 2002, private communication). Moreover, complemen-
tary observations will be possible, since space projects search
for the photometric signature of the oscillation, whereas
ground-based observations provide the Doppler signature.
Helioseismology has shown the potential of comparing both
signatures (Toutain et al. 1997).

2.2. Specifications for a Ground-based Seismometer

To be competitive with space programs, ground-based ob-
servations must be able to observe at least 50 dwarf or subgiant
stars around solar type, i.e., between F and early K types. Since
such observations can only be spectroscopic, slow rotators,
which exhibiting narrow lines, are better candidates. The in-
fluence of the parameter on the performances will bev sin i
studied in detail in this paper. The instrument has to satisfy a
high stability and a high throughput to reach a sensitivity better
than 10 cm s after typically five nights, behinda 2 m class�1

telescope. A duration of 5 days corresponds to the average
lifetime of the acoustic modes. Telescopes of 2 m are currently
the largest telescopes available for long-term programs and
suitable to be part of a network. For the following simulations,
we consider a duty cycle of only 50% as a conservative value
to take into account that ground-based observations are subject
to weather conditions. From a search for potential candidates,
we conclude that these constraints imply that the combination
of telescope plus instrument should be sensitive up to aV
magnitude of 5 at least. The scientific specifications of a
ground-based stellar seismometer are summarized in Table 1.
d Scuti–type stars, which represent a particular case of stellar
oscillations with fewer spectral lines involved but a large am-
plitude, are also included. They can represent a secondary ob-
jective to consider.

3. THE FOURIER TRANSFORM SEISMOMETER

3.1. Seismometry in the Fourier Space

The principle and the application of the measurement of a
Doppler signal from a small portion of an interferogram ob-
tained with an FTS were first presented in Mosser et al. (1993).
The method and further results were detailed in Maillard
(1996). Later, the same principle used in a new data acquisition
mode on Procyon and Jupiter was explored in Mosser et al.
(1998, 2000). These papers have to be consulted for a complete
description of the method with the related equations. Here, only
a brief reminder is given as required to follow the development
of the current paper.

In standard FT spectroscopy, the output signal of a Michelson
interferometer, illuminated by a white source (a laboratory or
a natural source) whose spectral domain is limited by a filter
(Fig. 1a), is recorded as a function of the optical path difference
(OPD) d. This function is made of the sum of the sineI(d)
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Fig. 1.—(a) Doppler shift in the spectrum; (b) Doppler shift in the inter-
ferogram, related to the phase change of the fringe of contrast superposedC
on the contribution of the total flux ( photoelectrons).Ne

waves corresponding to all the frequencies within the bandpass;
we make the Fourier transform of to retrieve the spectrumI(d)
of the source. Around a given OPD , the signal appears asd0

a sine wave (Fig. 1b) that we call afringe signal, with a period
equal to the mean wavelengthl0 of the filter bandpass. If for
another recording all the lines that contribute to the fringe signal
are slightly shifted by a Doppler velocity , the fringe signalv
appears shifted with respect tod0 (Fig. 1b). This displacement
atd0 can be approximated as a phase shiftJ of the fringe signal.
It contains the Doppler velocity , withv

v
J p 2pj d , (1)0 0 c

in which . Thus, without recording the spectrum ofj p 1/l0 0

the source, the Doppler signal corresponding to the displace-
ment of all the lines as a result of the stellar pulsations can be
retrieved from a temporal series ofJ measurement (Mosser et
al. 1998, 2000). That is the basic principle of seismometry in
the Fourier space. By analogy, an FTS used this way can be
called aFourier transform seismometer. In the papers cited
above, the high-resolution FTS at the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope was tested in this mode.

Equation (1) shows the role of the OPD. In principle, the
largest OPD value will give the largestJ value. However, to
be able to determineJ supposes that the amplitude of the fringe
signal is strong enough. It can be shown that for a single line,
the efficiency varies like the product , where is thedG(d) G(d)
fringe visibility function of the line, i.e., the Fourier transform
of the line profile (Maillard 1996). The function is maximumG(d)
at and decreases withd. Thus, there is an optimum valued p 0
of for which the sensitivity is maximum. Figure 2, whichd p dopt

is reproduced from Mosser et al. (2000) on real data with the

CFHT-FTS, shows in practice the various steps for the deter-
mination of . In the case of multiple lines as in these data,dopt

the function is experimentally provided by the envelopeG(d)
of the interferogram .I(d)

3.2. Quality Factor

The fringe signal at is characterized by a contrastdopt

, where is the fringe intensity and is theC p A(d )/N A Nopt e e

total intensity, in number of detected photoelectrons. Note that
this flux corresponds to the total flux from the source within
the bandpass only with a dual output FTS; otherwise, it is half
of the total flux. The rms phase noise is calculated in the
Appendix; its value is

�2
AdJS p . (2)�C Ne

Hence, the rms velocity noise is expressed as

�2c c
Adv S p p . (3)rms � �2pj d C N Q N0 opt e l e

The factor , which is the quality factor of the spectrum forQl

the Fourier transform seismometer, is expressed as

�Q p 2pj d C. (4)l 0 opt

This concept is equivalent to the quality factor introduced by
Connes (1985) and used by Bouchy et al. (2001) to characterize
the photon noise–limited performances for radial velocity mea-
surements with a grating spectrometer.

The resolution of the spectrometer does not appear explicitly
in equation (4), as for a grating spectrometer. However, the
term takes its place, as it is known that for an FTS thedopt

resolution is proportional to . For seismological applications,1/d
the path difference to reach depends directly on the line width

(in velocity) of the stellar lines. For a Lorentzian profile,Dv
the computation of gives (Maillard 1996)dopt

c
j d � 0.32 , (5)0 opt

Dv

which leads to the expression of the quality factor as

c
Q � 1.41 C. (6)l

Dv

According to equation (6), the best quality factor is, as ex-
pected, obtained for slow rotators (low value of ) and highDv
fringe contrast at the optimum OPDdopt. A high fringe con-C
trast outside of zero path difference is provided by a strong
modulation of the interferogram and depends on the density
and the depth of the spectral lines in the spectrum.

The qualitative comparison of the different stellar targets
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Fig. 2.—Determination of the optimum OPD for the seismological application of an FTS (adapted from Mosser et al. 2000). (a) Interferogram of Jupiter, near
zero path difference, for a filter centered at 1100 nm (FWHM 240 nm). Intensity is scaled to the total number of photons collected through the filter; onlythe
modulated part is represented, which explains the zero mean value. (b) Full interferogram , without the very first samples, to show more clearly the fringeI(d)
visibility. Beyond cm, the interferogram is dominated by photon noise. (c) Efficiency function ; the highest peak out of the noise corresponds to thed � 2 dI(d)
best working point. (d) Fine scanning of the fringe peak and determination of the working OPD at the fringe of maximum amplitude.dopt

becomes possible with this parameter. A high value for isQl

produced by a rich stellar spectrum and a slow rotation rate.
The quality factor will decrease with increasing line widths as
a result of stellar temperature or rapid rotation. Such results
are in agreement with the study of Bouchy et al. (2001) in the
case of the grating spectrometer. However, an important dif-
ference must be emphasized. Let us recall the expression of
the quality factor of the grating seismometer, for the bandpass

, with the incident number of photons per spectral rangeDl

:′N p dN/dl

′ ′ 2N [(d ln N )/(d ln l)] dl∫Dl

Q p . (7)GS ′N dl∫Dl

This expression is concerned only with intrinsic properties of
the spectrum. Introducing more spectral lines while increasing
the spectral bandpass improves the performances.

The expression of the quality factor of the source in the case
of the FT seismometer (eq. [4]) shows that the integration over
the bandpass is expressed by the fringe contrast. In other words,
the fringe contrast results from the different interference con-
tributions. This means that the quality factors of the FT seis-

mometer are determined not only by the intrinsic property of
the stellar spectra but also by the resulting interferences over
the instrumental bandpass. As a consequence, increasing the
bandwidth, in most cases, will decrease the contrast, either by
unconstructively co-adding the interferometric signals or by
adding a useless continuum signal from regions with no spectral
lines. On the other hand, the velocity noise is improved by
increasing (eq. [3]). Finally, both effects—integrated photo-Ne

electrons and resulting contrast—have contradictory conse-
quences. The optimization of the principle of Doppler mea-
surements from an FT seismometer results from their balance,
which is rigorously studied by the simulations presented in the
next section.

4. SIMULATION

4.1. Method

The set of synthetic spectra used in the current simulation,
generated from Kurucz’s database (Kurucz 1995), is the same
one used by Bouchy et al. (2001) for their study of the fun-
damental performances of an echelle spectrometer for astero-
seismology. The spectra cover the range 380–680 nm
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Fig. 3.—Transmission curves introduced in the simulation. The atmospheric
transmission is taken at zenith, but sea level. The total optical efficiencyt(l)
of the FT seismometer (FS1: single bandpass; FSl: multibandpass; see § 4.3)
includes all optical parts, in reference to the CFHT-FTS, plus the quantum
efficiency of the CCD. The efficiency of the HARPS spectrograph (Pepe et
al. 2000) is also shown.

(14,700–26,300 cm ), with an initial sampling of�1 �45 # 10
nm. We consider spectral types of dwarfs with solar abundances
and effective temperatures between 5000 and 7000 K. Such
targets should present noticeable oscillation amplitudes (Hou-
dek et al. 1999).

Following Bouchy et al. (2001) and Tycner & Lester (2002),
we focused our attention on the visible part of the stellar spec-
trum. Previous observations (Mosser et al. 1998, 2000) were
conducted in the near-infrared after a selection of the best do-
main, only because the CFHT-FTS detectors were matched to
the 1–5 mm range. Equation (6) justifies the choice of the
visible, since is directly proportional to the fringe contrastQl

. High contrasts are associated to spectral ranges with nu-C
merous deep lines. Such lines are mostly encountered in the
bluer part of the spectrum of solar-type stars.

Each visible spectrum was divided into small spectral ranges,
with both adjustable central wavelength and bandwidth. For
each bandwidth, we calculated a synthetic interferogram, from
which we derived the best path differencedopt as well as the
associated contrast . The bandwidth profile creates a strongC
modulation near zero OPD. By an estimation of the minimum
OPD from which to start the path difference exploration, nu-
merical simulations allowed us to take care that the contrast
was effectively due to the spectral lines and not to the selected
bandwidth profile. Then, according to equation (4), we derive
the quality factor .Ql

In order to quantify the rms performanceAd rmsS, the sensi-v
tivity was calculated under the following assumptions: a net-
work of 2 m class telescopes, providing a duty cycle of 50%,
and a 4 mag star. The only source of noise considered in the
simulation is photon noise. Realistic data were taken for the
parameters of the simulations: atmospheric transmission at
zenith but at sea level, optical efficiency of the telescope and
of the instrument based on the schematic layout of the CFHT-
FTS, and quantum efficiency of the CCD detector. The overall
efficiencyt(l) of the instrument, namely, the ratio of detected
photoelectrons/stellar photons, was introduced in a reformu-
lation of equation (3):

c
Adv S p , (8)rms ′�Q t(l)DlNl

whereDl is the spectral range and is the incident′N p dN/Dl

number of photons per spectral range. The functiont(l) is
shown in Figure 3 for the two instrumental configurations de-
scribed below.

4.2. Single Bandpass (FS1)

Photon noise–limited performances were computed in the
case of a single bandpass defined by a portion of stellar spec-
trum of bandwidthDl, according to equations (8) and (4) for
the FT seismometer or equation (7) for the grating spectrometer,

in each case with the relevantt(l) function. Actually, such a
simulation represents the mode of observation conducted with
the CFHT-FTS, where a narrowband filter selecting a small
region with deep lines was placed in front of the detectors. For
each spectrum, the best fundamental performance was searched
for, and the parameters of the best solutions were analyzed:
location and width of the bandpass,dopt from 1 cm when the
rotational velocity km s , down to 0.2 cm when�1v sin i p 0

km s , and bandpass varying from 0.3 to 4 nm.�1v sin i p 20
Figure 4 presents the variation of with the bandpassDlQl

for different regions of the visible spectrum; decreases withQl

Dl as (Dl)1/2. It is not possible to obtain, at the same time, a
high value for the quality factor and a wide bandpassDl,Ql

since increasingDl drastically reduces the contrast of the
fringe. However, the wide scattering of for a given band-Ql

width is indicative of the large variation of the line density
along a spectrum, which induces large variation of the fringe
contrast .C

When testing the different stellar types at different rotational
velocity, it appears that both best bandpass and best path dif-
ference vary in very broad domains, which is not favorable for
the definition of an instrument that we hope to be as simple
as possible. Furthermore, the best bandpass, around a few nano-
meters or less, is so narrow that it should require a Fabry-Perot
filter, which implies strong instrumental constraints to achieve
the necessary stability. Finally, the best results obtained with
a single bandpass are not competitive with the photon
noise–limited results provided by a grating spectrometer, since
the best rms velocity limit is more than 6 times larger. This is
mainly because the photoelectron number is quite reduced by
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Fig. 4.—Quality factor as a function of the filter bandwidth and of the wavelength for the single-bandpass configuration (FS1) for an F9 V star with
km s . The high values are clearly due to the blue part of the spectrum, whereas the red part contributes only to low values.�1v sin i p 0 Ql

TABLE 2
Speed Uncertainties in Single-

Bandpass Mode

Spectral
Type

v sin i
(km s )�1

0 20

K2 V . . . . . . 9.8 8.5
F9 V . . . . . . 7.2 7.5
F2 V . . . . . . 7.7 6.7

a limited spectral range. Table 2 presents the ratio of the photon
noise–limited velocityd FS1/d GS obtained with a single band-v v
pass (FS1) compared to a grating spectrometer (GS).

It appears necessary to extend the number of detectable
photoelectrons but without reducing the fringe contrast. The
solution must be the simultaneous access to many adjacent
narrowband filters. This can be obtained by the simple addition
to the interferometer of a low-resolution postdispersion system.

4.3. Multiple Bandpass (FSl)

The conclusion of the previous section is equivalent to the
discussion on the multiplex advantage of an FTS with respect
to the spectral bandpass. In photon noise conditions, increasing

the bandpass of a spectrum obtained with an FTS decreases
the S/N coarsely as , where is the number of spectral�N N

elements, since the photon noise from the full bandpass is
received on the single detector (or two with a dual-output FTS).
With a postdispersion system behind the FTS, a small spectrum
is imaged on an array detector.

High resolution is provided by the FTS while the noise in
the spectrum is reduced since the photon noise comes from
only the narrow spectral range seen by 1 pixel. Such a solution
avoids the S/N decrease. This idea was tested for the first�N

time by Jennings et al. (1986) on a facility FTS in a region of
high background emission at 10mm. The same principle can
be applied to an FT seismometer to have access to a large
spectral range to increase the Doppler velocity information
from the stellar spectrum without increasing the photon noise
from the total flux. The low-resolution postdispersion was sim-
ulated as provided by a reflection grating with an efficient
reflecting factor in a broad visible bandpassDl. The limit of
resolutiondl defines the possible recording ofN p Dl/dl

different interferograms at the same path difference over the
total bandpassDl.

4.3.1. Performance

When considering the contribution of the different band-
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Fig. 5.—Same as Fig. 4, for the same bandwidths, but for the multibandpass configuration (FSl). In that case, as opposed to Fig. 4, the optimum path difference
has to be calculated for the whole spectrum. As a result, the values are lower than for Fig. 4.Ql

TABLE 3
Quality Factor Distribution

Q Range
(Qinf–Qsup)

Number of
Ranges

Flux
(%) Q

AdvS
(cm s )�1

AdvS
(cm s )�1

0–1000. . . . . . . . . . . 464 47.0 559 7.4 7.4
1000–2000. . . . . . . 310 32.1 1018 3.5 3.1
2000–3000a . . . . . . 129 11.8 1296 3.4 2.3
3000–4000. . . . . . . 61 4.9 1468 3.9 2.0
4000–5000. . . . . . . 40 2.6 1612 4.1 1.8
5000–6000. . . . . . . 16 0.9 1689 5.4 1.7
6000–7000. . . . . . . 8 0.6 1751 5.9 1.6
7000–8000. . . . . . . 2 0.1 1766 12.2 1.6

FS1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0.1 7890 13 …
FSl . . . . . . . . . . . . All 100 1766 … 1.6

a Best contribution.

passes, the velocity limit results from the weighted average

�2 �2AdvS p Adv S . (9)� l
l

In order to validate this equation, and according to equation
(8), the integrated quality factor has to be calculated as

2� d(N /dl)Q dl∫Dl l l

Q p . (10)� d(N /dl) dl∫Dl l

Compared to the single-bandpass case, the performances ob-
tained with postdispersion are derived from the compromise
between lower quality factor values (Fig. 5) but higher inten-
sity. The decrease of the quality factors of each single bandpass
results from the fact that the optimum path difference is now
constant over the whole spectrum and is not optimum for each
individual bandpass. As a consequence, the gain in S/N is lower
than . However, the performances for an F2 V slowly ro-�N

tating star are about 6 times better than with a single spectral
range and are 11 times better for a K2 V star. For rapid rotators,
the gains are, respectively, 4 and 6 for F2 V and K2 V stars.

Table 3 presents the example of an F9 V slowly rotating star
( km s ), for which the gain is 8. It shows the�1v sin i p 0
properties of the distribution of theQ values of the interfero-

grams of the different 10 cm broad bandpass of the stellar�1

spectrum. The properties (numbers of ranges, contribution to
the flux, integrated quality factor, rms velocity noise, and in-
tegrated rms velocity noise) have been calculated according to
the range of the quality factor. The mean values ofQ and

, respectively, and , are integrated from 0 toQsup.AdvS Q AdvS
The best contribution, related to the best compromise between
Q and the total flux, is obtained for the bandpasses having a
Q value between 2000 and 3000. This table also shows the
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Fig. 6.—Best path difference as a function of the rotational velocity, for a
K2 V (dotted line), F9 V (dashed line), or F2 V (dash-dotted line) star. The
thin lines are the fits determined according to eq. (11). The rotational broad-
ening becomes dominant for km s . Hence, at large rotational�1v sin i 1 8
velocity, the best path difference does not depend on the spectral type.

Fig. 7.—Best path difference domain as a function of the rotational velocity,
for an F9 V star (solid line). The other lines determine the domain where the
performances of the detection are reduced by less than 5% (dotted line), 10%
(dashed line), and 15% (dash-dotted line) compared to the best path difference.

Fig. 8.—Integrated quality factor as a function of the rotational velocity
, for a K2 V (dotted line), F9 V (dashed line), or F2 V (dash-dottedv sin i

line) star.

gain for an FT seismometer with a multibandpass system (FSl)
compared to a single bandpass (FS1).

4.3.2. Best Path Difference

The best path difference depends closely on the line widthdopt

(eq. [5]), hence its intrinsic value is determined by the stellar
type convolved by the stellar rotation (Fig. 6). The precise
determination of is crucial only when a single bandpass isdopt

considered. The beating between the few lines within the band-
pass defines very precise path differences. With a postdisper-
sive system, the best path difference domain is much wider,
since the possible beating between the numerous lines can occur
in a large path difference range. It is important to find the range
that provides performances within 10% of the best one. This
domain is as large as�25% around the best OPD, as shown
in Figure 7. The simulation shows a clear fit of the best path
difference (Fig. 6), according to the stellar temperature andT0

to the rotational factor :v sin i

�1/2

2

v sin i
d (T , v sin i) � d 1 � , (11)opt 0 0 ( )[ ]v0

where the fitted parameters and (d p a/T v p T /b a p0 0 00

cm K and km s K). This fit just respects the�16400 b p 1560
asymptotic variation of . For kmd (T , v sin i) v sin i p 0opt 0

s , varies as ; at large , varies as ,�1 �1 �1d T v sin i d (v sin i)opt 0 opt

independently of .T0

4.3.3. Integrated Quality Factor

The variations of the integrated quality factorQ were cal-
culated according to different parameters. As already noticed
by Bouchy et al. (2001) and Tycner & Lester (2002), the blue
part of the visible spectrum contributes with a much higher
quality to the seismic signature because of the higher density
of deep lines. The mean contrast in quality varies from 1
(15,000 cm , 666 nm) to 5 (25,000 cm , 400 nm). This be-�1 �1

havior will have, of course, a strong implication on the spectral
range to be observed for asteroseismology.

The rotational broadening lowers the quality factor (Fig. 8).
As noticed by Bouchy et al. (2001), the influence of the
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Fig. 9.—Quality factor as a function of the spectral resolution provided by
the postdispersion for a K2 V (dotted line), F9 V (dashed line), or F2 V (dash-
dotted line) star, in the case (top group), 10 (middle group), or 40v sin i p 0
km s (bottom group). With broad lines, the increase of resolution does not�1

improve theQ factor, since it becomes impossible to disentangle the fringes
because of the lines from the interference pattern resulting from too narrow
a bandpass.

Fig. 10.—Limit of velocity due to photon noise as a function of the wave-
number for a K2 V (dotted line), F9 V (dashed line), or F2 V (dash-dotted
line) star of 4th magnitude, with km s . Each bandpass is about�1v sin i p 0
30 cm (�0.75 nm).�1

Fig. 11.—Same as Fig. 10, but with km s . The contribution�1v sin i p 20
of the red part of the spectrum becomes negligible.

rotational broadening depends on the blending of the spectral
lines. Contrary to the results reported by Bouchy et al. (2001),
the decrease at high rotational velocity is less pronounced than

. At high rotational velocity, the blending between�1(v sin i)
spectral lines makesQ proportional to .�0.7(v sin i)

4.3.4. Postdispersion Resolution

The factorQ also depends on the spectral resolution provided
by the postdispersion system (Fig. 9). For low , enhancingv sin i
the resolution makes it possible to achieve a better contrast in
the interferogram, hence a better quality factor. For high

, the contrast of the fringes becomes influenced by thev sin i
narrow bandwidth profiles. There is no more advantage in
increasing the postdispersion resolution beyond�800.

4.3.5. Best Bandpass

The combination of the variations of the quality factor and
of the spectral energy distribution defines the bandpass con-
tributing to most of the signal (Figs. 10 and 11). On the red
side, the low performances are due to the fact that the fringe
contrasts are not important for wavenumbers lower than 18,000
cm (560 nm). On the blue side, both photon numbers and�1

CCD efficiency decrease significantly beyond 25,000 cm�1

(400 nm). Thus, the most favorable range for searching for the
signal lies between 18,000 and 25,000 cm . This 160 nm wide�1

spectral range contributes to more than 90% of the performance
(Fig. 12) and must be favored for the design of an FT
seismometer.

5. DISCUSSION

The previous analysis permits then the quantitative definition
of the performances of the FT seismometer, as a function of
the spectral type and the rotational velocity, for a given mag-
nitude. The results are presented in Figure 12. The domain of
the parameters and was extended to 100 km s and�1v sin i T0

8500 K in order to include pulsators asd Scuti stars (Fig. 13).
The performances are well in agreement with the specifications
presented in Table 1. The numbers of possible targets make
possible an asteroseismic campaign that exhaustively examines
the region of the HR diagram with solar-like ord Scuti pul-
sators. These performances are then compared with the ones
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Fig. 12.—PerformanceAd rmsS as a function of effective temperature andv
, obtained in the following conditions: network of 2 m class telescopes,v sin i

five nights with a global duty cycle 50%, and 4th magnitude star. Such per-
formances make it possible to fulfill the specifications of Table 1.

Fig. 13.—Same as Fig. 12, but for an 8th magnitude star and extended to
high and , to included Scuti–type stars.v sin i T0

Fig. 14.—Ratio of the expected uncertaintiesd FS/d GS, as a function of thev v
stellar temperature and rotational velocity, for the following spectral res-T0

olutions: 84,000 (grating seismometer) and 1200 (FT seismometer with a post-
dispersion system). This ratio presents local discontinuities due to particular
additions of constructive interferences in the interferogram. The global trend,
a smaller ratio at high rotational velocity, results from the balance of the
reduced performances for both principles; the grating seismometer does not
benefit from the high spectral resolution, whereas the FT seismometer does
not benefit completely from the multibandpass resolution (Fig. 9).

obtained with a grating seismometer under the same conditions.
Simulations were run in parallel for both methods. Thus, the
comparison insures a strict equality in the treatment of the
stellar spectrum and flux and is not affected by observing pa-
rameters such as the telescope size.

Figure 14 presents a direct comparison in the ( , )T v sin i0

space. It appears that the lower quality factors obtained with
the FT seismometer are partially compensated for by higher
photon counts for the FT seismometer than for the grating
seismometer. The complete instrument, with a fiber alimenta-
tion and a grating for low-resolution postdispersion, presents
an efficiency peaking at about 45%, so that the total efficiency,
including the atmosphere and the telescope (Fig. 3), is larger
than for a grating spectrometer dedicated to precise Doppler
measurements, such as the HARPS instrument (Pepe et al.
2000). The minimum detectable velocity appears to be on
average a factor of 1.8 greater for the FT seismometer than for
the grating seismometer. If the observations are really limited
by the photon noise, another way to express this comparison
is that the grating seismometer can achieve comparable per-
formance to the FT seismometer on targets 1.3 mag dimmer.
It must be noticed that the FT seismometer performances are
less sensitive to rotational velocity. For rapid rotators, the grat-
ing seismometer does not benefit from its high spectral reso-
lution. On the other hand, the Doppler measurement provided
by the FT seismometer is not directly related to the spectral
resolution, since the information is only on the line positions,
without completely resolving the line profiles.

In conclusion, for photon noise–limited performances, the
most efficient instrument is without contest the grating spec-
trometer. However, as shown by Figure 14, the gain factor is
always less than 2 with respect to the FT seismometer. In

addition, for a complete comparison, one should also discuss
the influence of the other potential sources of noise, such as
stellar noise, seeing, scintillation, and instrumental stability.
Other factors must also be considered to compare the two prin-
ciples as fairly as possible, such as the overall dimensions of
the instrument, data reduction, calibration, and versatility. All
these points are addressed in Paper II. Already, it is obvious
that with an optical path difference of about 1.2 cm at the most
(Fig. 6), the FT seismometer can be a compact instrument
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compared to a high-resolution (�84,000 for HARPS) echelle
spectrometer. Such considerations are important for a network
that supposes to have three or more instruments to duplicate.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The fundamental velocity noise, limited by the photon noise,
has been calculated for a Fourier transform seismometer. The
performances were calculated from synthetic stellar spectra
close to solar. The principle becomes efficient and competitive
as soon as the Fourier transform spectrometer is coupled to a
low-resolution dispersion. Then, the optimum spectral range to
conduct the observations was determined to be 18,000–25,000
cm (400–560 nm). The best path difference was also deter-�1

mined and is constrained essentially by the rotational velocity.
The analysis shows the capability of Fourier seismometry

to provide competitive results on a good-sized sample of solar-
type dwarfs and possibly ond Scuti stars with a network of

2 m telescopes. Even if the performances remain a factor of
about 1.8 lower than for a grating spectrometer, other factors
such as the dimensions and the simplicity of use (hence prob-
ably the total cost) justify consideration of it as a valid so-
lution for a network devoted to asteroseismology. Practi-
cally, a network could be composed of both types of
instruments. A precise description of such an instrument will
be presented in Paper II.
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APPENDIX

DETERMINATION OF THE PHASE OF THE FRINGE SIGNAL

The seismic observable is the varying phaseJ of one fringe of the interferogram around the optimum OPD :dopt

I(d) p A cos (2pj d � J) � B.0

The amplitude corresponds to the fringe contrast according to , whereas the term is due to the total number ofA C A { CN Be

photoelectron : , with the noise . The recording of the signal over one fringe gives access toJ. With a more�N B { N AdBS { Ne e e

simple notation, , one calculatesI p A cos (x � J) � B

2p 2p

A
I sinx dx p sinJ � B sinx dx, (A1)� �20 0

2p 2p

A
I cosx dx p cosJ � B cosx dx. (A2)� �20 0

The measured phase is defined byw p J � dJ

I sinx dx∫
tanw p .

I cosx dx∫

In practicality,w is determined as

p� I(d ) sin 2pj di 0 iip1
tanw p ,p� I(d ) cos 2pj di 0 iip1

with p positions along the fringe. The development of as a function of helps to determine the uncertainty :tanw tanJ dJ

cosJ B sinx dx � sinJ B cosx dx∫ ∫
tandJ p ,

A/2 � sinJ B sinx dx � cosJ B cosx dx∫ ∫
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which gives the rms noise :AdJS

22 2 2 2 2��AdJS p (dJ) p cos JAd B sinx dxS � sin JAd B cosx dxS .∫ ∫
A

Finally, with , the rms phase noise expresses as1/2Ad B sinx dxS p Ad B cosx dxS p (N /2)∫ ∫ e

�2
AdJS p .�C Ne
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